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A few words from the CEO

New order record overrode
crisis warnings
2018 ended on a hesitant note. 2019 began in the same
way. We could see not exactly a downturn in the economy,
but a cyclical fatigue. Yet now we can say with confidence
that the sledgehammer did not land. The crisis that some
analysts had predicted did not affect us.

At the same time, we must just get used to the fact that crisis
warnings are the new normal, and we must not forget to look
at the figures and indicators that we have before we apply the
brakes. And at EdmoLift, the figures do not give us any reason to
worry about an imminent cliff edge. We can see the slowdown but
also continued growth - and we definitely believe in continued
development in the next few years.

The business climate indicator for Europe that was presented recently
shows clearly that we are not looking at a crisis, not even a downturn,
but actually a weakening of the very strong economic conditions that
have existed for several years.

Over many years we have built up a great organisation in
Härnösand and we have both the resources and skills needed to
support subsidiaries and associated companies in a way that also
ensures their future development.

Companies still dare to invest and this was clearly acknowledged here at
EdmoLift when we totted up the order book here in April, and could see
the company’s best month ever. Not just the best this year and not just
the best April ever, but actually the best month the company has ever
had.
OF COURSE, THERE ARE SOME CONCERNS AND THEY SHOULD NOT BE
IGNORED:

When and how will the trade war between the US and China, which 		
is already affecting markets around the world, end?

NOW WE ARE CONTINUING TO INVEST PRO-ACTIVELY

Our enhanced engagement with LiftPro Nordic AB and the
consolidation of power at EdmoLift Benelux are just two examples
of efforts that will strengthen both our offer to our customers and
dealers.
Our ambition of making sales totalling SEK 300 million per year,
with good levels of profitability within three years, is still on
course.

What will Brexit mean with regard to future obstacles to trade?
Where is Putin’s Russia going and how will that affect the rest
of the world?

WELL-STOCKED
WAREHOUSES ARE
READY FOR THE
SUMMER

Anders Wahlqvist
CEO EDMOLIFT AB
anders.wahlqvist@edmolift.se

In order to meet the high level of
demand for our most popular products,
we have built up a huge stock that is
ready for quick delivery throughout the
summer.

A WORLD CLASS GLOBAL PARTNER
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Company merger
in the Netherlands
From May 1, 2019, EdmoLift Benelux, VandenBos and Lift
Quality are one single company. Our goal is to concentrate
skills and give each part of the company a more complete
product range. There won’t be much change for our
customers, because we will continue to work with three
separate brands.
EdmoLift acquired Lift Quality and VandenBos three years ago,
but has so far run the companies as three separate units with the
Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg as their fields of work.
The three companies have now merged into one, and will share
administration and offices in Aalsmeer, south of Amsterdam to
begin with.
EdmoLift’s CEO, Anders Wahlqvist, sees many benefits from the
merger and the joint office.
“We get a concentration of skills, all the company’s
spearheads get a more complete product range to work with
and we also anticipate that this change gives more resources
to aftermarket and service.”
Vincent Demper, CEO of EdmoLift Benelux also believes that
the change will ease collaboration, at the same time as the
retention of the three brands provides security for the customers
and a benefit for the company.

From left to right Vincent Demper and Anders Wahlqvist

“Lift Quality is greatly experienced in offering specialised
solutions, VandenBos works mainly with large-scale projects
and EdmoLift Benelux focuses on business with retailers and
system builders. These are three strong brands that are well
established in the market and by continuing to work with
them we will get the best market coverage. Our goal is always
to find solutions to customers’ problems and with more
expertise gathered under one roof we can give the customers
exactly what they need.
EdmoLift Benelux now has eight employees and after the
merger, its goal is to increase sales to EUR 3,3 million in the
next financial year.
“This represents an increase of 25 %, but we are optimistic
about the future and it is a realistic goal,” says Anders
Wahlqvist.

HOLIDAY TIMES
Our market and spare parts department is open throughout the
summer in order to provide the best service. Our production
department will be closed from July 15 to 26, but we have
have established a summer stock of our most popular lifting
tables that we can, of course, deliver throughout this period.
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WP trolleys and Movexx tugs give
ABB in Ludvika a lift
Highly specialised businesses can have a difficult time to
find the exact tools they need. The solution to the problem
is called customisation and creative solutions.
A combination of two products from EdmoLift has given
ABB in Ludvika a real lift.

“This has been a working environment issue for us and now
we can see that we are working correctly, ” says Mesudin
Mujovic. The work of the operators has become easier and we
no longer get any absence due to injury.

“The equipment really works well,” says production engineer
Mesudin Mujovic at ABB. “It is just what we needed.”
Heavy goods need to be lifted up to the soldering station at ABB
when objects of up to 200 kilos must be moved to and from the
robot that performs the soldering. If you want to avoid strain
injuries, you have to work correctly. ABB wanted to reduce the
manual steps in the work, and searched for a tool that could not
just raise and lower heavy goods, but could also be mobile and
self-driven.
“The problem was that there was no good trolley on the
market that could both perform lifts and lowering of objects
and that was also motor-driven,” says EdmoLift’s salesman
Niklas Fällström. “So we went through the needs and saw an
opportunity by connecting an electric Movexx tug to a WP
trolley, and that worked really well.”
The trolley, which has been customised with two forks as
requested by the customer, is mobile and is powered by the
electric tug. The solution is extremely flexible and the Movexx
tug can also be used for other applications.
The WP trolley is a product by EdmoLift and the electric tug is
manufactured by Movexx. EdmoLift is the sole distributor for
the Movexx products on the entire Nordic market.
Any physically straining steps have been removed from the
soldering station at ABB in Ludvika and the solution has
ultimately benefited all concerned parties.

Movexx T1000 and WP 300 SS

Do you want to have access to the latest
news in the lifting table industry?

Register yourself or a colleague for our newsletter at www.edmolift.com/newsletter

EdmoLift AB Jägaregatan 11, SE-871 42 Härnösand, Sweden, tel: +46 (0)611-837 80, e-mail: b2b@edmolift.se, web: www.edmolift.se
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Great start for
LiftPro Nordic
LiftPro Nordic, of which EdmoLift is one of the principal
owners, has had a rocket-assisted take off. The young
company had a high ambition level when it sent its first
invoice in September 2018 and it is now aiming for sales of
SEK 30 million as early as in 2019.
LPN manufactures and sells large and unique lifting solutions.
Their solutions have lifting capacities of up to 15 tonnes, thereby
handling everything from large mobile homes to housing
elements. The range also contains mastlifts that can act as goods
lifts.
EdmoLift became one of the part owners of LPN in October
2018 and had an ambition of becoming the majority
shareholder. Since then, the company has increased its holding
to 44 per cent and regards its ownership as being an important
strategic partnership.
“Thanks to the collaboration, we have broadened our
programme even further,” explains EdmoLift’s CEO Anders
Wahlqvist. “It has meant that we can do business that we have
not been able to do previously.”
The new managing director for LiftPro Nordic is Jonas Nilsson,
who began in May, and most recently worked for ÅF Industry,
but who also has experience of running an engineering
workshop in his own right. A perfect background, in the opinion
of EdmoLift’s Anders Wahlqvist.
“He knows the industry, and now it is his job to build
processes and structures that will secure long-term growth.”

UPCOMING
EXHIBITIONS

DATE

COUNTRY

REPRESENTIVE

FACHPACK 2019

24-26 September

Germany

EdmoLift Hebetechnik GmbH

HI TECH & INDUSTRY SCANDINAVIA

1-3 October

Denmark

EdmoLift Danmark

EMPACK STOCKHOLM 2019

2-3 October

Sweden

EdmoLift AB

MOTEK 2019

7-10 October

Germany

EdmoLift Hebetechnik GmbH

Read more about the fairs at www.edmolift.com/exhibitions
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NEW ON THE JOB!

Leonie Stelling

Sales Representative at EdmoLift
Hebetechnik GmbH, Germany
YOU RECENTLY STARTED AT EDMOLIFT GMBH, WHAT ARE YOUR
FIRST IMPRESSIONS?
Since I started, I’ve really enjoyed my time at EdmoLift.
The atmosphere is very welcoming and friendly, not only
at GmbH but throughout the whole group. It is easy to
communicate with everyone, and I feel that I have gotten the
chance to quickly get into my role as a sales representative.
WHAT DO YOU DO AS A SALES REPRESENTATIVE?
Basically, my job means to take care of the customers that
contact us and make sure that they get the right lifting
solution for their needs. As a sales representative I also go
out and meet potential clients at their facilities and at trade
fairs. It is important to quickly establish a good relation with
the customer and make them understand the fact that we
can provide the best options on the market.
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO JOIN EDMOLIFT?
Previously, I had studied International Sales and Marketing
Management in Germany and Denmark. I wanted to work
for an international company and I also wanted to stay in
Northern Germany. I have an interest for sales and the
ambition to further my knowledge and skills within the
craft. When I got the chance to join EdmoLift right after my
studies, it felt like a good opportunity to start off my career.

